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NFI and Emergency Shelter 
ASSESSMENT / VERIFICATION REPORT Field with (*) is mandatory 

 

1. General Information 
 Type of Activities   
Alert Date:  ASSESSMENT (please tick)  ☐ 
Assessment/Verification Date: 27-31-1-2017 VERIFICATION (please tick)  ☒  
Report Date:   

2. Location Information 
State Unity State 
County Panyijiar 
Payam Nyal, 
Exact location/Boma Nyal 
GPS Coordinates Latitude:  N 07⁰43’23.34’’            Longitude: E 030⁰14’51.94’’ 

Site/settlement Type PoC  ☐   Collective Centres    ☐       Spontaneous settlements    ☒  
Host Communities ☐    Others (specify) ________________ ☐ 

Displacement Type Conflict affected ☒ Disaster affected ☐ Other (Specify) _____________ ☐ 

3. Team Details 
Name Organisation Title Contacts: Email/Mobile/Sat Phone 

Keat Bayak Nyang IOM S-NFI Field  ASSISTANT Kbayak@iom.int +211955584959 
William Pur Chithuk MC WASH Officer Wpur@mercycoprs.org 
Gai Stephen Riak MC WASH Officer gastephen@mercycorps.org 
Wichar James Juay MC WASH Assistant wjames@mercycorps.org 
Patrick Gatjang Joak MC WASH Assistant pgatjang@mercycorps.org 
Peter Nyak Phar MC WASH Assistant pnyak@mercycorps.org 
John Wieh Joak MC WASH Assistant jwieh@mercycorps.org 
Mariah Nyachoat Koang MC WASH Assistant mnyachoat@mercycorps.org 
Gatwhar Tito Deng MC WASH Assistant gtito@mercycorps.org 
Kuony Stephen Dhuor MC Senior WASH Officer Kstephen@mercycorps.org 
    
4. Summary of Population Type / Numbers 

A. Total population resident in area 
- Ref Census to County level  

 
 The population of Greater Nyal according to 2008 census is 
50,723 individuals and 9,596 households. The total population 
of Nyal Payam is 13,865 individuals and 2,511 households  
 

 

B. Number of IDPs/Returnees/Host Community* 
 

New IDPs    ☒       1883 HHs       9415 Individuals 
Protracted IDPs    ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals 
Returnees    ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals 
Host Communities   ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals 
Others (e.q. New IDPs & Returnees) ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals, ______HH  ______Individuals 

Please include brief narrative on following 
- Reference/sources – Can be multiple 
- If returnee, in transit, stranded, or final 

destination? Organised or spontaneous? 
- Do registration list/s already exist? Made by 
whom? 

Conflict affected IDPs in Nyal, Katieth and Islands. 
1883 HHs, 9415 individuals  
The team created the list from the scratch. Registrations and 
verification were done by verification/registration team (IOM 
and MC), using IOM forms. 
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C. Total number in need of shelter/NFI assistance* 
New IDPs    ☒ 1883 HHs   9415Individuals 
Protracted IDPs    ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals 
Returnees    ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals 
Host Communities   ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals 
Others (e.q. New IDPs & Returnees) ☐ ______HHs  ______Individuals, ______HH  ______Individuals 

Please include brief narrative on following 
- Is above figures are verified? 
- Is the list of people in needs available? 

 
 
 

 
1883 HHS and 9415 Individuals are verified and the team 
created the list from scratch. 

5. Situation Overview 
-Note any prior assessments (eg IRNA) and attach to this report 
-If no prior assessment has been done. summarise information gathered through questionnaire at Annex 1  
 
The IDPS were affected by the conflict that broke out early July in 2016. Since the war broke out within the State, most 
of the IDPs fled away from their homes due to political instability between the SPLA and the SPLA in opposition. Due to 
insecurity in Leer, Koch and Mayendit, the IDPs decided to come to Nyal and Katieth payams in Panyijiar County and 
some Islands which were not affected by the conflict. 
 
As a result of the influx of IDPs, humanitarian organizations dispatched a team to undertake Verification and 
registration in Nyal as a follow up of the assessment which was done in Dec 2016. It was concluded that most of the 
IDPs are primarily women and children.  
 
 
 
6. Summary of Shelter/NFI Situation 
-Summarise information gathered through questionnaire at Annex 2 
-Include maps and photographs where relevant 
- Include any information gathered on community and intra-household gender dynamics, as related to shelter and NFI 
 
The affected IDPs came with few items and have lost most of their essential household item but managed only to carry 
sleeping material and jerry-can with them. Those who lost their items are relying on sharing with the host community 
and some with relatives. During the verification exercise, the team try to find out from the host community their 
relation with the IDPs by asking some questions. 

1- Are you willing to continue assisting the IDPs with the little resources that you have?, their response was yes, 
they are our people and we are happy to share whatever we have with them 

2- Verification and registration is going to target only the IDPs, are you happy only IDPs to receive the items? The 
host community has indicated having no problems with the IDPs receiving NFI. 

 
IDPs in Nyal are staying in different blocks within Nyal and Katieth Payam especially in block 1,2,3,4 and block 5. Some 
of IDPs settled at the Island( Kairuei, Meer 1 and 2, Raath 1 and 2) 
Since most of this IDPs moved for long distance and the nature of the conflict, most of them lost their essential 
household items.  
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7. Assessment/Verification Methodology  
-Which assessment/verification methods did you use and why (eg household interview, focus group discussion, shelter 
observation inside and out, market survey) 
-If verifying, are you working from an existing list, or are you creating a list from scratch? 
-How many interviews/FGDs/observations did you conduct? What questions did you ask and why? 
-Did you use sampling techniques? If so, please describe. 
-Is there any information you feel less confident about? If so why? 
 
The assessment/verification was conducted by visiting households door to door. The team visited to see how IDPs were 
affected by the conflict and found out that, due to long distance walk most household have left most of their essential 
items and they only managed to carry sleeping material and jerry-cans with them. 
 
The team has created lists from scratch. Short household interview were conducted to each household visited and 
visual observation inside and out the house to confirm what the NFI materials the household have. 
IOM and MC verification and registration team in consultation with ROSS developed verification map targeting the 5 
blocks;block 1, Nyal town, block 2 Gap, block 3 Goak, block 4 Katieth town and block 5 Majak  in the mainland and 3 
Island; Kairuei, meer 1 & 2, Rath 1 & 2 were covered during registration and verification. 
 
 

 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
If emergency shelter and/or NFI distribution is recommended: 
Define targeting criteria  
-need/vulnerability (if vulnerability, define 
vulnerability categories) 

• IOM and MC verification and registration team in 
consultation with ROSS, community leaders and IDPs chiefs 
worked to identify the most vulnerable HHs such as female 
headed HH, child headed HH, elderly and disable people 
affected most by the conflict.  

 
Specify items to be distributed  ½ kitchen set per HHs 
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-Number and type per household - NFI/ES, full kits, 
loose items 
-Specify if quantity of items distributed will vary by 
household size 
 
 
 
 

2 Mosquito net per HH 
2 Blanket 
1 Nylon rope 
4 bundles of Rubber rope 
2 Plastic sheet per HH 
1 IOM blue bag 

Key considerations for distribution  
-Eg access, logistics, security and protection 
concerns, push/pull, stakeholders/partners to work 
with 

• Distribution will be done in Nyal by allocating different 
distribution days for beneficiaries from each block. 

• The ROSS and the IDPs chief promised they will ensure that 
there is enough security during distribution, as they will be 
fully involved in organizing distribution site. 

• There is enough storage facility at Sign of Hope compound 
near to the distribution point to keep the NFI or 
alternatively NGOs Rub Hall inside IRC compound. Sign of 
Hope is subsidiary of Catholic Charities Society, doing 
health activities in Nyal. 

 
 

 
If emergency shelter and/or NFI distribution is not recommended: 
Summarise reasons and propose next steps, if any 
-eg referral to other clusters 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NENEXT STEPSXT STEPS 
 

Immediate next steps Timeline Who is responsible 
 

 
To do immediate distribution of NFIs   
 
 
 

 
In a week time 

 
IOM and Mercy Corps 

 
Please submit to scsouthsudan-pipeline@googlegroups.com 

 
If this is a verification report, and distribution is recommended, include: 

1. Completed Pipeline Request Form 
2. Distribution List in excel format 

 
 
Annexes: 
Annex 1: Example questionnaire on general situation 
Annex 2: Example questionnaire on shelter/NFI need  
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